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amvary 01,2001 was the first day of the

third millennium. During the last
months of the second millennium, catastrophic volcanic eruptions, landslides,
and earthquakes caused many deaths and extensive property damage throughout
the world. The death toll from a single earthquake in India in January may reach
35,000, although an accurate count may never be possible. Are similar disasters
likely to happen in Arizona? A brief review of past geologic activity and trends
provides clues that enable one to speculate about geologic activity that chuld take
place in Arizona during the third millennium.
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Volcannes and earthquakes. Volcanic

eruptions and earthquakes are among
the worst natural disasters in terms of
deaths and property damage. Volcanic
eruptions were common in Arizona
numerous times during the past several hundred million years. Even though
none of these volcanoes are currently
active, they may be dormant rather
than extinct. The only eruptions
known to have happened in Arizona
during the second millennium began
at Sunset Crater near Flagstaff about
1064 A.D. and continued sporadically
for about 150 years (Figure I).
Exnloaive eru~tionshave also
occurred in Arizona in the geologic
past, although the most recent was at
San Francisco Mountain, near
Flagstaff, 200,000-400,000 years ago.
There is no evidence that magma is
the land surmoving upward
to cause
face beneath Ariurna
another eruption.
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Fiwe 1. Youngest w l m k mptions, m@wf.tllh, adesdmatetdemt%@ h u h in A r i ~ are
a shown. Elcanic ~ m one &ion years old or less me shown inpu@le. Ma*
f_Ll t 6 t z t ~ p o t ~ l mf ~m~ e m a t m
shown
e in pert,
An* with bi& moderate, and moderate to low ~ h q u a k e
hazard am shown in red mangt: andyelh, reJpecti'udy.

